Abstract
The subject of this work is the area of multiagent and multitrobot systems focusing on their behaviour in the field of terrain exploration. The main goal is to design the multitrobot system which is able to complete exploration task with the possibility of any robot failure. The proposed techniques consider the inaccuracies and errors arising in the system. In paper is described the design, as well as the verification of marking coverage algorithm with shortened return for speeding up of environment coverage. The next part verifies behaviour of multitrobot system with use of different level of information fusion. Created conclusions about system composition and the way of cooperative information processing provides basic starting points for experiments, that verify cooperative behaviour of multitrobot system and its resistance against inaccuracies and failures of robots. The task was experimentally verified on target localization during the exploration, while for error estimation the theory of probabilistic robotics is used. The errors were suppressed using technique of cooperation, Extended Kalman filter (EKF), Particle filter (PF) and Particle filter with weighting. Experiments were performed on static and also mobile system.
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1. Introduction
The use of robotics in terrain exploration task is standard task, though designed algorithms are often built only for single agent solution. Some algorithms can be used only in testbed experiments, the others can be used only in known terrain. Latest algorithms serve for shortening of time coverage with usage of reactive robots and are capable of covering unknown terrain. Their simplicity is their big advantage, however the speed of whole covering process is still not optimal. Therefore one of the task is to create such an algorithm, which can be used by a group of robots, which shortens the time of exploration and at the same time can be robust in case of any agent failure.

One of the advantages of multiagent systems is effective utilization of computing performance. System, which is capable of cooperation, can processes available information with higher accuracy thanks to its resources. So one of the tasks is to verify how the amount of resources and the level of parallelism in multitrobot system can affect the quality of solution, and also how the previous factors are affecting the communication requirements.

The process of searching and also the precise localization of target is suitable task for usage of fault-tolerant multitrobot system. It is expected that in target localization task it will be possible to suppress the failures not just using the collective task accomplishment. The goal is to find appropriate technique which results will be comparable with already applied methods. It is necessary to point on the fact that the usage of multitrobot systems can not just suppress the failures arising in system, but it is also robust for possible failure of any system element.

After the application of proposed suggestions, the result will be fault-tolerant multitrobot system for exploration tasks.

2. Mathematical Model of MRS in exploration task
Proposed macroscopic model of multitrobot system for terrain exploration which consider the failure possibility, is described here. This model comes from mathematical modeling of swarm robotics [5, 6].

Figure 1: Model of MRS for terrain exploration

In Figure 1 is depicted model of multitrobot system for terrain exploration where $S_e$ - state of exploration (coverage and target searching), $S_t$ - state of announcing the
target finding and its position, \( S_f \) - state of robot failure, \( p_f \) - probability that the target was found, \( p_{fr} \) - probability of robot failure in announcing state, \( p_{frs} \) - probability of robot failure in exploration state, \( t_f \) is time used for announcing the target position, \( \mathcal{N}_e \) is number of robots in exploration state and the number is changing in time according to relation:

\[
\mathcal{N}_e(k + 1) = \mathcal{N}_e(k) - p_f \mathcal{N}_e(k) - p_{fr}.\mathcal{N}_e(k) + p_{frs} \mathcal{N}_e(k) - t_f.
\]

\( N_f \) is number of robots in failure state and their amount is changing according to relation:

\[
N_f(k + 1) = N_f(k) + p_{frs}.\mathcal{N}_e(k) + p_{fr} \mathcal{N}_e(k)
\]

and \( N_t \) is number of robots in announcing state and it is changing according to relation:

\[
N_t(k + 1) = N_t(0) - N_f(k + 1) - N_f(k + 1)
\]

where \( N_t \) is total number of robots in multirobot system for terrain exploration and it stands:

\[
\mathcal{N}_e(k) = N_t(k) = N_f(k) = 0, \quad k < 0.
\]

Index \( k \) is time index corresponding to continuous time \( t_k, \Delta t_k = t_k - t_{k-1} \).

Let \( N(k) = [N_e(k), N_t(k), N_f(k)]^T \), then in initial state all the robots are in exploration state, so:

\[
N(0) = [N_e(0), N_t(0), N_f(0)]^T = [N_0, 0, 0]^T.
\]

It is good to note, that the failure state is permanent in this model and the failed robots stays in this state for all the time:

\[
N_e^* = \lim_{k \to \infty} N_e(k) = 0
\]

\[
N_t^* = \lim_{k \to \infty} N_t(k) = 0
\]

\[
N_f^* = \lim_{k \to \infty} N_f(k) = N_0
\]

\[
N^* = [N_e^*, N_t^*, N_f^*]^T = [0, 0, N_0]^T
\]

where \( N^*(k) = \lim_{k \to \infty} N(k) \).

3. Marking Coverage Algorithm with Shortened Return

The task of terrain exploration is one of the array where the multiagent system is used very often. But recent algorithms are usually design for known terrain or robots are using complex devices for exploration.

Proposed algorithm comes from Spanning Tree Covering (STC) [1, 9]. The aim of algorithm is to reduce number of robots steps.

3.1 Principles of algorithm

The aim of robots is to cover whole terrain together. Terrain is divides into square cells and their size is dependent of used sensor:

\[
w < d < r_{sensor},
\]

where \( w \) width of robot, \( d \) size of the cell and \( r_{sensor} \) is sensor range.

Robot used marks during the covering:

- \( visited \) - cell which robot covered already,
- \( occupied \) - cell is occupied by obstacle or it was covered by other robot,
- \( viewed \) - cell is without obstacle, robot saw this cell during the coverage but it does not cover it,

Robot used in its coverage the left hand rule. Thanks to this algorithm, after first round is able to know, how many cells is in the terrain. Principle of algorithm is described in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Marking coverage algorithm with shortened return

1: Check if this cell has mark. If not and there is no obstacle, mark this cell with sequential number - first visited cell number is 1, etc. Inform other robots.

2: Mark the 4 adjacent cells:
   - if you have never been there and there is no visible obstacle - mark as \( viewed \) cell,
   - if there is an obstacle and is not possible to go there, set as \( occupied \),
   - if the cell was visited before, do not change the mark.

3: Choose the \( viewed \) cell as the next cell in this order - at first left cell, then the cell in front of you, then right cell and then go back.

4: If none of the adjacent cell is not only \( viewed \), check, how many cells were only \( viewed \). If none of the cell has the mark \( viewed \), choose as the next cell the cell with the lowest mark number. Otherwise choose the cell with lower number than your current cell has.

5: If you are at visited cell No. 1 stop, otherwise go to step 1.

If we assume that shortened return is possible only when every cell has mark \( visited \) or \( occupied \), algorithm is similar to STC algorithm, according to return path. But if we know information about the terrain characteristics, it is possible to shorten the return. Coefficient \( c_{env} \) is set according to terrain complexity and it tell about percentage of that cells that can be inaccessible because of the obstacles. If the number of unknown cells does not reach the percentage bigger than \( c_{env} \), shortened return can be used.

3.2 Experimental results

Experiments was made in multirobot simulation system called Player/Stage [3]. This system is able to simulate also the errors and inaccuracy of robots, so the simulation is similar to real robot behaviour. So in case, where is need to turn robot for 90°, coverage of this cell lasts for 2 basic steps, in case of turn for 180°, it lasts for 3 basic steps. Coefficient of terrain complexity is set to 0.04.

Algorithm was tested on terrain exploration with one robot. Explorated terrain is depicted in Figure 2 (a). Terrain is devided into square cells and some of them are with obstacles.

Final number of steps for terrain covering with one robot is depicted in Table 1.
### Table 1: One robot terrain covering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>No. of covered cells</th>
<th>No. of steps in shortened return</th>
<th>No. of steps from start to return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whole number of cells: 256, number of occupied cells: 86

### Table 2: Two agent terrain coverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>No. of covered cells</th>
<th>No. of steps in shortened return</th>
<th>No. of steps from start to return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Together</td>
<td>162</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whole number of cells: 256, Number of occupied cells: 86

---

**Figure 2: Terrain and simulation of covering by (a) one agent, (b) by two agents**

Terrain for experiments with two homogeneous robots is the same as in one robot coverage (Figure 2 (b)). Agents start from the same cell. Agents made marks and according to them were made the spanning trees - Figure 3 (a). From this figure is obvious that agents covered whole terrain. Cell with mark $S$ is starting cell, cell $P_i$ is the last cell covered with i-th agent.

In Figure 3 (b) is depicted shortened return of both agents. Both agents used also the cells covered with other agent for shortened return. Experiment evaluation in the way of number of steps is in Table 2.

Despite of similarity of algorithm, there is no problem to assure the robustness of the system. In case, when som agent fail, it stops to send information about terrain coverage and its task is made with other agents.

**Figure 3: (a) Coverage spanning trees made by two agents, (b) shortened returns of robots after coverage**

At the end of the Table 2 is show summarization for the whole multiagent system. There is written the number of steps from robot with longer coverage. In comparison with Table 1, whole number of basic steps is decreased from 275 na 161, which is improvement of 41,5 %.

### 4. Information Fusion in Multirobot System

One of the suspected advantage of using multirobot system is to increase the quality of solution. In that case is system used often in tasks, where all the system element jointly sense information from environment and they evaluate it cooperatively. Quality of solution is dependent not only on the number of elements in systems, but also level of information fusion.

Use of different level of information fusion was experimentally verified on command classification task. The goal of the system is to sense the commands with robots and then to recognize it. For recognition a simple algorithm with low computational complexity is used. The aim of this task is to improve quality of recognition, but also to decrease the demands on communication subsystem.

**Figure 4: Multirobot system for command recognition task**

In Figure 4 is depicted MRS for command recognition, where individual robots are assigned as $MR_k$, $k$ represents number of robot and $dk$ represents the distance of k-th robot from the speaker. Suppose the acoustic signal, received by the sensors of individual robots, is:

$$S_k(t) = a_k x(t - \tau_k) + e_k(t),$$

where $a_k$ is a parameter, which expresses the attenuation of signal generated by the speaker and it is dependent on the distance between the sensor and the speaker $d_k$, $\tau_k$ is time delay of acoustic signal on the way between the sensor of k-th robot and the speaker, $e_k(t)$ is white Gaussian noise interference, with zero mean value, $e_k(t) = N(0, \sigma)$.

Active robot (AR) is robot which identifies the speech’s beginning.

Principle of command recognition algorithm is described in [7]. Result of the whole process of recognition is cepstral coefficients vector. Each new-sensed vector of acoustic signal goes through recognition process and its cepstral coefficients vector is compared according to Euclidean distance with vector from reference group. The smallest Euclidean distance determines the biggest similarity with corresponding command from reference group. Euclidean distance is given by the Pythagorean theorem.

In experiments the sampling frequency of 16kHz was used in resolution of 12 bits. After identification of beginning of speech, each robot obtain 16384 samples, it is 1024 ms. In reference group, there is 5 commands: "back", "go", "left", "right" and "stop".

Despite the information fusion was software tested, in design the hardware restrictions of multirobot system Georges were take into account [8].

#### 4.1 Experimental results

Experiments of command recognition with different level of information fusion was made on MRS with changing number of active robots. In testing the value of signal-to-noise ratio was changing. The goal is to point out, how the
selection of proper level of information fusion can increase the reliability of classification.

4.1.1 Data fusion

Data fusion (scenario 1) was first tested level of information fusion. Used MRS has centralized architecture and it is focused on robot computational cost reduction. System is composed of M robots evenly distributed within the area and one - reference robot (RR) evaluates the command for the whole system. Data fusion puts high requirements on the communication subsystem, due to amount of the transmitted data form RR to other participants and vice versa.

Table 3: Euclidean distances obtained while recording of signal by (a) two (b) four active robots; data fusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Euclidean distances; SNR = 30 dB, 2 active robots</th>
<th>Pronounced command</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>RR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>2340</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>1230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>2252</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean distances; SNR = 30 dB, 4 active robots</td>
<td>Pronounced command</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>2340</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>1230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>2252</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it is visible from Table 3, Euclidean distances between pronounced command and correct element from reference group decreases with increasing number of active robots in system. According to expectations, data fusion ensures that recognition is more reliable, when the signal was sensed with higher number of robots.

A load distribution during the classification is uneven, which results from a centralized system architecture. There is however a reduction of computational requirements for individual robots and the transfer of the requirements to RR.

Dependence of Euclidean distance from number of robots and also from the level of noise is better visible on the graph shown in Figure 5. The experiments were made while spoken the "go" command.

Figure 5: Graph of dependencies of Euclidean distances from number of the robots and noise level

4.1.2 Feature Fusion

For feature fusion, MRS with centralized architecture was used. The goal is to decrease the requirements on communication subsystem.

Each active robot is capable of recording and processing of audio signal into the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients. So it obtains vector 256 x 12 bits. Each robot then transmits obtained data to reference robot in defined time slot (Time Division Multiple Access is used) (scenario 2).

Used fusion can be modified in that way that Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients vector is compared by Euclidean distance with coefficients from reference group. The calculated vector of distances is transmitted by each robot to RR - scenario 3.

Table 4: Euclidean distances obtained while recording of signal by (a) two (b) four active robots; feature fusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Euclidean distances; SNR = 30 dB, 2 active robots</th>
<th>Pronounced command</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>RR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>2340</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>1230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>2252</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean distances; SNR = 30 dB, 4 active robots</td>
<td>Pronounced command</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>2340</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>1230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>2252</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results for feature fusion are presented in Table 4. It is obvious, that also in this scenario Euclidean distance between pronounced command and corresponding reference command decreases with increasing number of robots and decreasing level of noise.

Compared to previous scenario, there has been an increase of computational requirements on the individual robots. Such a system has thus more even load distribution between individual elements of the system. The role of the final decision is however still in the hands of RR.

In case of scenario 3, robots send to RR calculated Euclidean distances, not cepstral coefficients. The main difference from scenario 2 is therefore only an increase of the level of distributed data processing and the reduction of communication subsystem load. Though at the same time, there are imposed higher requirements on memory subsystem of the robots. Nevertheless, the results were the same as was mentioned in Table 4.

4.1.3 Decisions Fusion

Decisions fusion (scenario 4) is focused on total decrease of communication requirements and uniform computational load of individual robots. In this case each robot computes Euclidean distance between sensed acoustic signal $S_k(t)$ and reference group, choose the command with the smallest Euclidean distance and sends the decision to RR.

Considering that using the given algorithm all robots achieved the right decision, Euclidean distances in the tables for scenario 4 should match with tables for scenario 2 and 3. The way how can be this scenario modified, is the exclusion of the results of that robot, which achieved
the highest Euclidean distance in its decision about the best fit spoken command. Thus achieved results can be seen in the Table 5.

Table 5: Euclidean distances obtained while recording of signal by (a) two, (b) four active robots; decisions fusion

(a) Euclidean distances, SNR = 30 dB, 2 active robots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario combination</th>
<th>z_{20}</th>
<th>z_{21}</th>
<th>z_{30}</th>
<th>z_{31}</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2349</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>1029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 2</td>
<td>2377</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2106</td>
<td>2131</td>
<td>2485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 3</td>
<td>1531</td>
<td>2058</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>2039</td>
<td>2455</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>1497</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Euclidean distances, SNR = 30 dB, 4 active robots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario combination</th>
<th>z_{20}</th>
<th>z_{21}</th>
<th>z_{30}</th>
<th>z_{31}</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2349</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>1029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 2</td>
<td>2377</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2106</td>
<td>2131</td>
<td>2485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 3</td>
<td>1531</td>
<td>2058</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 4</td>
<td>1432</td>
<td>2053</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>2103</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1469</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case was the computational load of individual robots relatively uniform.

4.2 Evaluation of experiments

In each scenario, the same acoustic signals were used, so the scenarios can be compared in conclusion.

Figure 6: Scenarios comparison when using various SNR

From the graph in figure 6 it is obvious, how the increasing SNR influences the accuracy of classification, which is represented by Euclidean distance of cepstral coefficients vector between reference and tested pronounced command. Scenarios comparison is based on the results for signal recording by four AR. Graph in Figure 6 documents the result, that the lowest Euclidian distance was reached in the scenario 1. With the decreasing SNR is this fact visible more expressively.

Figure 7: Load of communication subsystem

Different approaches can be compared also in terms of communication subsystem load. In Figure 7 is shown the load when one active robot sends necessary data to RR with using five model commands. Communication subsystem load in this case is independent from noise level.

From the results it is obvious, that scenario 1, which reaches the best results in recognition, burdens the communication subsystem the most from given scenarios. Utilization of other scenarios is also possible to read from the graphs in the Figure 6 and 7. To select the appropriate scenario it is necessary to consider the solution reliability, distributed data processing level, requirements for memory subsystem of robots and also communication subsystem requirements.

5. Target Localization with Multirobot System With Suppressing Measurement Error

Target localization consists of characteristic measurement evaluation (radioactivity, temperature etc.) that it is possible to set place of source. In this part, the static target is localized. Concerning errors, which arises in system, in position measurement is possible failure of robot.

Task of target T localization by group of robots R_{j}, j = 1, ..., n in time period k is depicted in Figure 8. Each robot provides measurement z_{k}^{(R_{j})} of target position, uses it for its own estimation of target position x_{k}^{(R_{j})}. This estimation is then sent for collectively evaluation to reference robot. In figure, the reference robot is R_{1}.

Figure 8: Target localization task with use of multirobot system

Experiments made for verification of reliability and precision of multirobot system was generated for static and also mobile system. So closing to jointly estimated position of target is expanded technique for suppressing the system error.

For the both system were used several techniques for suppressing error - Extended Kalman filter, Particle filter and combination of Particle filter and weighting of partial estimations. Expected errors in localization task are inaccuracy due to sensor characteristics and the environment noise. At the same time the failure of robots is considering in system.

According to results from previous part, system consists of homogeneous robots and for jointly evaluation the decisions fusion is used, so the requirements on communication subsystem are the smallest and the computational load of the robots is relatively uniform.

Suppose that robots knows their initial position. Then the target position can be evaluated according to sensor measurement. Define the vector of robots positions \( \mathbf{R} = \{ \mathbf{R}_{j}, j = 1, ..., n \} \) where \( j \) is robot number and \( n \) is the number of robots. Each robot estimates the position of target as:

\[
x_{k}^{(R_{j})} = x_{k}^{(R_{j})} + \alpha_{k}^{(R_{j})}.
\]

It means that target position is determined by the distance between target and \( j - th \) robot \( r_{k}^{(R_{j})} \), and the angle between target and robot \( \alpha_{k}^{(R_{j})} \); \( k \) is corresponding to the continuous time \( t_{k} \).

The jointly estimated position of target

\[
T_{k}^{est} = (x_{k}^{(T_{k}^{est})}, y_{k}^{(T_{k}^{est})})
\]

and then the position of \( j - th \) robot

\[
(R_{k})_{j} = (x_{k}^{(R_{j})}, y_{k}^{(R_{j})})
\]

are expressed by two coordinates in Cartesian coordinate system.

Note that measurements from sensors have form of measurement vector:

\[
z_{k}^{(R_{j})} = (z(r_{j}^{(R_{j})})_{k}, z(\alpha_{j}^{(R_{j})})_{k}).
\]

Robots independently localize position of the target using its sensors (algorithm 2). Their estimations are evaluated
centrally in reference robot, where the jointly estimation is evaluated. Reference robot compute the target position according to algorithm 3.

**Algorithm 2** Target localization - part for each j-th robot of MRS

1: \( k \leftarrow 1; \)
2: set your new position;
3: make new measurement of target position \( z_k^{(R_j)} \) \((12);\)
4: (use filtering;)
5: send \( x_k^{(R_j)} \) to central point;
6: \( k \leftarrow k + 1; \)
7: go to step 2;

**Algorithm 3** Target localization by multirobot system - reference robot

1: \( k \leftarrow 1; \)
2: make n-angle with the estimated position as vertices;
3: compute the centre \( T_{k}^{est} \) of this n-angle;
4: \( k = k + 1; \)
5: go to step 2;

For the needed of method evaluation, the real position of target was used:

\[
T^{real} = (x^{(T^{real})}, y^{(T^{real})}),
\]

Error size, which is used for evaluation and comparison of algorithm (in graphs is marked as \( err \)), was set as:

\[
\text{err} = |T^{real} - T^{est}| = \sqrt{(x^{(T^{real})} - x_k^{(T^{est})})^2 + (y^{(T^{real})} - y_k^{(T^{est})})^2};
\]

A noise, which occurs on sensors that localize target, has normalized normal probability distribution N(0,1) and the matrix of measurement noise goes from real characteristics of ultrasonic sensor SRF08:

\[
R_k = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 4 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 131 \end{bmatrix}.
\]

Simulation of multirobot system in target localization task was performed in Mobile Robot Programming Toolkit (MRPT) [2].

5.1 Suppression of error using cooperation

When the target is searching by stationary robots, the group of robots can be considered as wireless sensor network (WSN). Many different errors, that occur in the system, are suppressed only using joint calculation. As can be seen from graph in Figure 9 (a), with rising number of robots it comes to more balanced elimination of error and the progress graph of estimation error reaches smoother behaviour.

(a)(b)

Figure 9: Dependency of estimation error size according to amount: (a) static robots, (b) mobile robots; use of cooperation

In case of mobile robots, their position changes in every step according to relation:

\[
(R_j)_k = \begin{cases} 
(x_k^{(R_j)} + \cos(\alpha_k^{(R_j)}), K, \text{for } x_k^{(R_j)} - x_{k-1}^{(T^{est})} < 0; \\
(x_k^{(R_j)} - \cos(\alpha_k^{(R_j)}), K, \text{for } x_k^{(R_j)} - x_{k-1}^{(T^{est})} \geq 0; \\
y_k^{(R_j)} + \sin(\alpha_k^{(R_j)}), K, \text{for } y_k^{(R_j)} - y_{k-1}^{(T^{est})} < 0; \\
y_k^{(R_j)} - \sin(\alpha_k^{(R_j)}), K, \text{for } y_k^{(R_j)} - y_{k-1}^{(T^{est})} \geq 0. \end{cases}
\]

So new position of robot depends on previous position of robot, on jointly estimated position of target and from the size of step of robot \( K \). The size of step in the tests was set to 0.05 m.

All the tests were conducted similarly as in the case of static robots. The measurement error was in this case at the same time suppressed by nearing of robots to the goal. Also in case of graph in Figure picture 9 (b) it is obvious, that with rising amount of active robots, the estimation error of position is decreasing.

Table 6: Means and measurement error variance in target locating task in MRS with different number of robots without using filter; (a) static robots, (b) mobile robots

(a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of robots</th>
<th>( \text{err}[\text{m}] )</th>
<th>( \text{e}[\text{m}] )</th>
<th>( \text{D(err)[m^2]} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.45954</td>
<td>0.01742</td>
<td>0.00827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.37946</td>
<td>0.02332</td>
<td>0.01614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.35248</td>
<td>0.02293</td>
<td>0.01794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.28007</td>
<td>0.02688</td>
<td>0.02009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.21500</td>
<td>0.03134</td>
<td>0.02302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.20578</td>
<td>0.03218</td>
<td>0.02172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.20126</td>
<td>0.03193</td>
<td>0.02084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.20100</td>
<td>0.03164</td>
<td>0.02020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.20000</td>
<td>0.03103</td>
<td>0.01960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of robots</th>
<th>( \text{err}[\text{m}] )</th>
<th>( \text{e}[\text{m}] )</th>
<th>( \text{D(err)[m^2]} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.15451</td>
<td>0.02383</td>
<td>0.01250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22223</td>
<td>0.02506</td>
<td>0.01423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.27515</td>
<td>0.02512</td>
<td>0.01438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.24265</td>
<td>0.02389</td>
<td>0.01449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.19503</td>
<td>0.01842</td>
<td>0.01564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.15380</td>
<td>0.01510</td>
<td>0.01595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.15255</td>
<td>0.01431</td>
<td>0.01520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.15445</td>
<td>0.01346</td>
<td>0.01494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.15579</td>
<td>0.01228</td>
<td>0.01452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For better comparison, Table 6 was created, which contains arithmetic average, median and error variance with different amount of active elements. It is obvious that the less values of statistical file characteristics are occurred, the more accurate is the target position estimation.

Comparing the both Tables 6 (a) and (b) it can be concluded that the value of all characteristics of statistic file is decreasing with rising amount of robots. In case of Table (a) there was best result achieved by the highest amount of active elements. In case of mobile robots there occurred heteroclitic state, when was the accuracy of calculation higher with less amount of robots. The system in this case reached already in case of 8-th robots very accurate results. As can be seen from values of median, the values for 8 to 10 robots was so close, that can be considered as constant after slight rounding. The table
shows in conclusion, that the error of measurement is at the same time suppressed with the motion of robots to estimated position of target.

5.2 Suppression of error using cooperation and Extended Kalman filter

Except the cooperation, the Kalman filter was used for the error filtration in this part. Every robot adjusts its estimation according to new measurement using filter, and into the calculation of joint estimation will contribute with already filtered value. Also in this case it is obvious from the graph, that the error is suppressed and the behavior is smoothed with rising amount of robots (Figure 6.3) (a). Even in technique of suppressing of error with Extended Kalman filter can be seen, that in case of mobile robots, the error of common estimation err is decreasing with rising time (picture 6.3) (b). The error decreases in the same time with the amount of robots, which are localizing the target.

(a)(b)

Figure 10: Dependency of estimation error size according to amount: (a) static robots, (b) mobile robots; use of cooperation and EKF

In Table 7, where characteristics of statistic files for both used types of systems are shown, several deviations from the expected values were appeared. Similarly to the case described in part 5.1, from point of amount of active elements the static system can be considered as saturated by usage of ten robots. The increase of error with four static robots was caused by wrong estimation of robot number 4. By its connecting to the system, it significantly affected the size of jointly estimation error. However the errors arising in system, where are the inaccuracies suppressed with Extended Kalman filter, are so suppressed, that the estimation with static system was more accurate using nine robots as it was in case of mobile system.

5.3 Suppression of error using cooperation and Particle filter

In case of Particle filter, there was used the version Sequential Importance Resampling (SIR) [4]. SIR algorithm is derived from basic SIS algorithm, but the new samples are estimated from prior \( p(x_k|x_{k-1}) \) and the resampling phase is executed in each time step. Considering the oversampling is executed in every time step, then \( w_{i-1} = 1/N \) for all particles \( i = 1, 2, ..., N \). At the same time the weights computation will simplified:

\[
    w_i^k \propto p(x_k|x_i^k),
\]

while the normalization of weights is executed before resampling. For resampling is used algorithm of systematic resampling in this case.

The results of filtration error in jointly estimation with use of Particle filter are displayed in Figure 11. For the test was used filter, which consists from 5000 particles. From the behaviour of both graphs can be seen that the size of error is in static system suppressed more significantly with the rise of amount of robots. In case of mobile elements of system is the error more significantly filtered not just with the rising amount of robots, but also with rising time.

![Figure 11: Dependency of estimation error size according to amount: (a) static robots, (b) mobile robots; use of cooperation and PF](image)

Comparison of statistic files characteristics for target localization by different amount of robots is shown in Table 8. Even in this case the characteristics with the rising amount of system have decreasing tendency. The exception is the state, when the system comes to "saturation" and usage of higher amount of robots is not necessary.

5.4 Suppression of error using cooperation, Particle filter and weighting

Particle filters, which were used in recent and previous algorithms, filters just errors occurring by the measurements of individual robots. In the system, there arise also other errors, for example the errors of Particle filters. This inaccuracies are partly suppressed with jointly calculation, however in this case the jointly estimation is strengthening by weighting of results from individual robots.

Robots localize individually of target with use of its sensors (algorithm 2). Their estimations are collectively processed on the base of weighting of individual robots estimation. Collectively estimated position of target is

\[
    T_{k}^{est} = f(x_{k}^{(R_i)}, p_k^R),
\]

where \( p_k^R \) is weight of robots in system.

\[
    p_{k}^{(R_i)} = f([x_{k-1}^{(R_i)} - T_{k-1}^{est}], r_k^{(R_i)}),
\]

it means that robot weight in jointly target estimation po-
Table 8: Means and measurement error variance in target locating task in MRS with different number of robots using PF; (a) static robots, (b) mobile robots

(a)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of robots</th>
<th>err</th>
<th>eP2</th>
<th>D(err)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22906</td>
<td>0.19156</td>
<td>0.02102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.18351</td>
<td>0.14391</td>
<td>0.01415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.10424</td>
<td>0.09053</td>
<td>0.00934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.13028</td>
<td>0.07254</td>
<td>0.00574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.12061</td>
<td>0.12812</td>
<td>0.00445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.12529</td>
<td>0.11345</td>
<td>0.00444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.09486</td>
<td>0.08594</td>
<td>0.00250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.12102</td>
<td>0.19416</td>
<td>0.00250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of robots</th>
<th>err</th>
<th>eP2</th>
<th>D(err)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22662</td>
<td>0.19130</td>
<td>0.02154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.18300</td>
<td>0.14309</td>
<td>0.01471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.10283</td>
<td>0.09080</td>
<td>0.00974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.12214</td>
<td>0.06879</td>
<td>0.00654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.09264</td>
<td>0.08375</td>
<td>0.00596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.07188</td>
<td>0.06106</td>
<td>0.00511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.05281</td>
<td>0.05811</td>
<td>0.00535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.05145</td>
<td>0.05669</td>
<td>0.00537</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Comparison of used algorithms

Comparison of used techniques for suppressing arising error in target localization task using static robots is shown in Figure 13. Comparison tests were performed by usage of four robots with sensors. From the graph it is obvious, that in case of target localization without filters, the error error is highest and at the same time the graph line is less smooth. Particle filter without weighting and Extended Kalman filter are generating similar values. As expected, the Particle filter with weighting of partial results has best ability to suppress the localization error and at the same time it filters the possible measuring fluctuations.

Comparison of techniques results for system created by mobile robots is shown in Figure 14. Even in this case it is obvious, that the best filtering algorithm is usage of
Main goals of this work is to demonstrate, that use of multiagent and multirobot system brings radical solution improvement in some tasks. Aim is to focus on advantages of use in exploration task.

Exploration task was devided in two partial task, which where tested separately. For terrain coverage was designed marking algorithm for shortened return. This algorithm is able to shorten number of steps according to Spanning Tree Covering and with increasing number of agents, the time of covering has shorten. This conclusions are very useful in tasks, where exploration time is very important. It can be tasks, where searched element can endanger surround environment or searched element can be engadered by stay in environment.

In next experiments it was verified results for levels of information fusion in multirobot system. As was verified, with increase of transferred information, computational requirements on each element of system decrease, but there is higher load of communication subsystem. If the system is able to transfer huge amount of information, for increasing the solution precision, data fusion is appropriate level. For decreasing the amount of communication, which can be in noisy environment really limited, is better to use decisions fusion and to increase number of active robots.

For target localization task in ideal environment is sufficient to use only one robot. But in environment, which is source of uncertainty and the system is affected by inaccuracies or the robots can fail, the task accomplishment is very endangered. Putting more elements assure not only increase of solution quality, but also assure redundancy in case of robot failure. For suppressing the error was used four techniques in this work. The tests confirm that according to expectations, error was best suppressed in algorithm with use of coordination, Particle filter and weighting. Big advantage of this solution is that Particle filters can be used with multimodal probability density distribution.

Suitable realization of multiagent structure presents modern and effective tool with various application possibility in the area of production sphere, information technlogies, in economic systems, health services and so on.

Reached results can be applied into many various domains of applications for exploration and target localization. Results can serve as basis for future research, because use of multirobot system with principles of probabilistic robotics is in these days always new and open area of research and it is able to extend the limited horizon of one-agent systems.
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**Figure 13:** Comparison of results in static multirobot system consisting of 4 robots

MRS, PF and weighting of partial results. This algorithm has the most accurate target position estimation, and also it can suppress possible fluctuations in target localization.

**Figure 14:** Comparison of results in mobile multirobot system consisting of 4 robots

Used algorithms are compared in Table 10. Based on statistical characteristics it can be said, that algorithm of collective localization with use of Particle filter and weighting achieves the best results in suppressing of error in target localization task. This fact is valid not just from point of median of measured errors, but also from point of variance. In case of mobile robots, the variance reached better values with use of pure Particle filter, but median of error was significantly higher as in case of weighting. However the graph in Figure 14 documents, that filter with weighting needed first 22 steps for stabilization, and then the measurement error was stabilized. The variance after stabilization of filter would reach the value of 0.000472 m².

**Table 10:** Means and measurement error variance in target locating task in MRS with different number of robots using various algorithms; (a) static robots, (b) mobile robots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>M [m]</th>
<th>σ [m]</th>
<th>D [σ²(m)²]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without filter</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKF</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF and weighting</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>M [m]</th>
<th>σ [m]</th>
<th>D [σ²(m)²]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without filter</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKF</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF and weighting</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From all of tests and results it is obvious, that using group of mobile robots in target localization task brings not only the redundancy in case of any robot failure, but it also provides the possibility of suppressing the measurement inaccuracies and environment errors. For better suppression of inaccuracies it is possible to use higher amount of robots, use Particle filter and weighting of partial results in collectively calculation of target position. With this combination of elimination techniques it was achieved suppression of measurement, smoothing the localization process and also speeding up of target localization with sufficient accuracy. As it is obvious from the figures and the tables the conclusion is that Particle filters with use of multirobot systems are suitable tools for the target localization task.

6. Conclusions
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